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I want to be a disc jockey when I grow up because it’s challenging. If I become a disc jockey, I will remix
and make songs. I will also have live shows. After that, I will be so famous and I can have a lot of fans.
Disc jockeys need to be outgoing and confident so that they can perform to thousands of people. They
need to be hard-working too. They need to listen to songs around the world and talk to other disc jockeys
so that they can have ideas to make great songs.
I think this job is suitable for me because I am outgoing and confident. I am interested in pop music too.
Starting from today, I need to try to make new songs and listen to more songs so that I can become a
great disc jockey one day.
6A Cheung Tsz Wun, Cody
I want to be a vet when I grow up because it is meaningful and challenging. If I become a vet, I will help
and cure sick animals. If I help and cure sick animals, I will earn a lot of money. If I earn a lot of money, I
will buy more animal medicine. If I buy more animal medicine, I will help more sick animals.
Vets need to be caring and patient so that they can take care of sick animals. They need to be smart too.
They need to be outgoing so that they can tell the animals’ families how to take care of their animals.
I think this job is suitable for me because I am caring and outgoing. I am patient too. From now on, I need
to protect animals and adopt them instead of buying them. I hope I can be a vet some day.
6B Kwok Hiu Yuet, Abby

Issue 1

Preface
On the following pages you will enjoy various forms of creative writing produced by
our students.
You could begin by thinking about how you should behave at school, in the park or in
other public places; P.2 students’ writing gives advice on what rules to follow. Then go
back to school and learn more about P.1 students’ classmates. Or you could read the
simple recipes that P.3 students have written – the carrot soup is a good choice for
the winter months!
The pieces of work that have been included in this newsletter demonstrate the high
standard of work across all year groups; when you read them, you will be inspired by
the themes covered and how they relate to your own experiences.
We invite you to sit back, relax and enjoy the literary feast that awaits you.

I want to be a computer game designer when I grow up because it is interesting. If I become a computer
game designer, I will design many exciting and fun games.
Computer game designers need to be smart so that they can write programs fast. They also need to be
hard-working so that they can spend a lot of time on their new designs. Last but not least, they need to be
creative so that they can design creative and fun games to attract players.
I think this job is suitable for me because I am hard-working. I am creative too. I hope I can be a successful
computer game designer one day. I hope my classmates will be fans of the games I design.
6C Tsui Chin Chun, Devin
I want to be a pilot when I grow up because it is meaningful. If I become a pilot, I will fly a plane. If I fly a
plane, I will travel to different countries.
Pilots need to be smart so that they know how to fly a plane. They need to be calm too. They need to be
hard-working so that they can fly for a long time.

I think this job is suitable for me because I am calm and smart. I am hard-working too. I hope I can be a
pilot some day.
6D Xu Siu Lam, Colin

Enjoy the read!
The English Department

P.1
My classmate

My friend

Me

This is Anna.

This is Kalinda.

I am Lyana.

She is my classmate.

She is my friend.

I am a girl.

We are in Class 1A.

We are in Class 1B.

I am six years old.
I am in Class 1C.

1A Pun Ka Man, Carmen

1B Lun Ka Hei, Hazel

1C Tam Tsz Yin, Lyana

Me

My classmate

I want to be a police officer when I grow up because it is an interesting and exciting job. If I become a
police officer, I will catch criminals and protect people.

My name is Yasmine.

This is Helen.

I am a girl.

She is my classmate.

Police officers need to be strong and brave so that they can run fast to save hostages. They also need to
be smart too.

I am six years old.

We are in Class 1E.

1D Wong Yu Chin, Yasmine

1E Zhen Chi Loong, Otto

I think this job is suitable for me because I am strong and brave. I am also smart. I hope to become a
police officer one day.
6E Shah Hamza Ali

P.4

P.2
Caring for others

Garden rules

Classroom rules

Are you tired?
Yes, I am. Let’s take a rest.

You must play together.

You must sit still.

You must keep off the grass.

You must keep quiet.

Are you bored?
No, I’m not. I’m fine.

You must walk to the garden.

You must listen to the teachers.

You mustn’t pick the flowers.

You mustn’t talk in class.

Are you thirsty?
No, I’m not. I’m fine.

You mustn’t climb the trees.

You mustn’t spit.

You mustn’t spit.

You mustn’t litter.

2B Yung Ka Wai, Kari

2C Ng Shing Ho, Sam

Are you hungry?
Yes, I am. Let’s eat some cakes.
2A Wong Tsz Yan, Giean

My dream school

My dream school

The playground is on the ground floor.
The garden is on the first floor.
The computer room is on the
second floor.
The classroom is on the third floor.
The art room is on the fourth floor.
2D Qiu Jiaqi, Kelly

Welcome to my school! It is very big.
The playground is on the ground floor.
The library is on the first floor.
The music room is on the second floor.
The garden is on the third floor.
I love my school!
2E Law Sze Nga, Celia

P.3
First cut the carrots, mushrooms, vegetables and
ham into small pieces.
Then put the water into a pot and boil it for 3 minutes.
Next put the eggs, mushrooms, carrots, vegetables
and ham into the boiling water and boil them for 1
hour.
Finally add some salt to the soup.
We can enjoy our yummy soup.

A: Can I help you?
B: Yes, please. May I have a slice of pizza, a
can of cola and two hot dogs, please?
A: Here you are.
B: How much is it altogether?
A: It’s eighty-five dollars.
B: Here you are.
A: Thanks.

3A Ng Ling Man, Mack

Myself

My spare time

4A Wong Sam Yin, Jolie

4B Kwok Nga Wai, Stephanie

4C Chan Hoi Tung, Cherry

Hello, everyone. My name is Jolie. In my
spare time, I like playing Chinese checkers
with Sissi. I like this activity because it is
relaxing. It trains my mind too as I need to
keep thinking how to move my counters in
order to win the game. You can either play
this game by yourself or with others.
I also like going swimming in my free time. I
always go swimming in the swimming pool. I
enjoy going swimming with my sister. I love
this activity because it makes me healthy. It
also helps train my lungs.

My favourite hobby

3B Cheung Chung Kin, Kimi

Pizza

An open sandwich

Salad

First cut the mushrooms, sausage,
onion and ham into small pieces.

First take a slice of bread.
Next cut the ham into small

First wash the mushrooms and
tomato.

Then put the sausage, ham,
mushrooms and onion on the pizza.
Put the pizza into the oven.
Take it out after 15 minutes.
Sit down and enjoy it.

pieces.
Then put the ham and cheese
on the bread.
Finally put the bread into the
oven.
Sit down and enjoy your open
sandwich.
It is yummy!

Then put them on the plate.
Finally add the salad dressing.
Sit down and enjoy your food.

3C Li Kai Lam, Tony

3D Yu Tsoi Ying, Kelly

3E Mung Yi Kiu, Yuki

Hello, everyone. My name is Stephanie.
In my spare time, I like watching TV. It is
an indoor activity. I do this at home. I
sometimes watch TV at weekends. I
watch TV alone. It is an unhealthy activity.
I like watching TV because it is fun.
I also like going swimming in my free time.
I can do it both indoors and outdoors. I do
it in the swimming pool. I often go to the
swimming pool on Sundays. I swim with
my brother. It is a healthy activity. I like
going swimming because it makes me
healthy.

Hello, everyone. My name is Chris. In my spare time,
I like playing computer games. It is an indoor activity.
I often play computer games with Bobo at home. I
like it because it is fun.

Hello, everyone. My name is
Cherry. In my spare time, I like
going swimming. Going swimming
is an outdoor activity. I go swimming
in the swimming pool. I always go
with my mom on Sundays. It is a
healthy activity. I like it because it
makes me strong.
I also like doing puzzles in my free
time. Doing puzzles is an indoor
activity. I do puzzles at home and I
always do it with my father at
weekends. I like it because it is fun.

My family

This is my family. Desmond is tall. He is taller than Sam.
Rex is thinner than Sam. He is the thinnest. My grandma is
heavy. She is heavier than me. My grandpa is older than
my grandma. He is the oldest.

4E Pang Wai Laam, Winna

4D Yau Pok Hei, Chris

P.5 Describing people

Ordering food

Carrot soup

My hobbies

Mr Busy is slim and tall. He is the man with the long face, the
very dark skin and the big mouth. He is also with the small
eyes, the short eyebrows and the small ears. He is with the
pointed nose, the short eyelashes and the black hair. I like his
perfect white teeth most. I think he is quite handsome. He is in
the shirt, the jeans and the vest. His black shoes are very small.
He is with the classic blue glasses too.
Miss Beauty is also slim and tall. She is the lady with the brown
long straight hair, the long eyelashes and the thin eyebrows. She
is with the flat nose, the thick lips and the long face too. She is
also with the big mouth and the fair skin. I like her hair style. It
is fashionable. She is in the green vest, the grey checked skirt
and the red high-heeled shoes. She is with the brown belt and
the gold earrings too. I think she is beautiful.

Miss Beauty is the woman who is tall and slim. She is
also the woman with the long eyelashes and the big eyes.
She has beautiful long straight hair and her hair colour is
blonde. Miss Beauty is the woman who is in the purple
vest and the checked skirt. She is in the high-heeled
shoes too. She is with the stylish hooped earrings. She is
fashionable and looks like a model.
Mrs Slow is the old lady who is short and plump. Her
hair has a bun in it. She is with the pointed nose. She is
in the beautiful spotted dress. She is also wearing a small hat
with a flower on it. Her outfit looks cute with the spotted dress.
She is with the luxury gloves and the old-fashioned bracelet. I
think everyone can dress prettily at any age.

5A Mok Ho Lun, Hugo

5B Chan Tsz Yan, Eugenia

Miss Beauty is the lady with the long
straight hair. She is tall and thin. She has
big eyes and long eyelashes. She has a flat
nose and a big mouth. She is the lady in
the checked skirt and with blue earrings.
She is wearing a pair of blue shoes. She
looks stylish.
Mrs Slow is the woman with a bun. She is
short and thin. She has a pointed nose. She
has thin lips. She is the woman in the
purple spotted dress and purple gloves.
She is wearing a pair of purple shoes. She
looks neat.

Miss Beauty is the lady with the long
straight hair and the big pretty eyes.
She is also wearing round earrings and
a belt. She likes wearing checked skirts
and high-neck vests. She is the lady
who is wearing high heels and with
long eyelashes. I think she is gorgeous.
Mr Cute is the businessman in the suit
and the striped tie. He is with the small
eyes. But his nose is big! He also has a
big mouth. He is the man who is
wearing shoes. I think he looks smart.

Miss Beauty is the lady with the
blue skirt. She has long hair. She
has big eyes. She has a big mouth.
She has a flat nose. Miss Beauty is
the lady in the blue skirt and blue
shoes. Miss Beauty is the lady who
is with blue rings.
Mr Cute is fat and short. Mr Cute is
the man who is with the long nose
and short hair. Mr Cute is the man
who is in a tie.

5C Ng Ka Yan, Shemika

5D Wong Wing Ham, Jolly

5E Wong Ngo Cheung, Ocean

